Square Coil Heater
Installation Instructions
Please carefully read before installing and removing heater

This wrench is designed for installation and removal of both the long and short style standard DME Square Coil Heaters.

The wrench should be positioned over the heater so that the internal tabs make contact with the end of the heater.

TO INSTALL
Place heater in wrench. Hold wrench firmly in your right hand and press the heater’s lead wire in a clock-wise direction with the right-hand thumb.

Increasing the thumb pressure will reduce the spring-like tension of the coil heater, allowing for easier insertion of the bushing or core into it.

The heater’s lead wire must be directed into the wire clearance slot in the head of the bushing.

TO REMOVE
Place the wrench over the heater. Hold the wrench firmly in your right hand and, with the thumb, apply pressure to the heater’s power lead wire in a clock-wise direction.

Pulling on the bushing or core, withdraw it from the heater.